Bachelor study programme “Environmental studies” offers theoretical knowledge, practical laboratory and excursion in environmental science, biology and ecology, geology and geography.

Bachelor study programme “Biological chemistry” offers theoretical knowledge, practical laboratory and applied research in fundamental biological and chemical disciplines.

The study raises the possibility to be involved into international mobility and provides the possibility to study subsequent levels of university education at leading national and foreign educational and scientific institutions.

All acquired knowledge can be applied in the institutions of both state and local governments, in consulting companies and non-governmental organizations dealing with environmental issues. Graduates are highly demanded at the labour market, for example in private companies dealing with applied research and solutions, scientific and industrial parks, health sector, chemical and pharmaceutical industry, etc.

Graduates are able to use selected methods of biological and chemical disciplines enabling them to work with devices and biological materials. A bachelor has skills in conventional biological and chemical research methods at different levels of organization of living systems.

All acquired knowledge can be applied in a wide range of departments within the Slovak Academy of Sciences, universities, private companies dealing with applied research and solutions, scientific and industrial parks, health sector, chemical and pharmaceutical industry, etc.